
Couchbase PHP Extension
The intention with this document is to describe the Couchbase API for PHP. Its intended for 
input to our documentation team.
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Functional interface
 

couchbase_connect
 
couchbase_connect is used to create a handle to the Couchbase server. Its signature looks like:
 
$handle = couchbase_connect(hostname, 
                            username, 
                            password, 
                            bucket, 
                            persistent);
 
All of the parameters are optional.
 

hostname
hostname is used to specify the address of the Couchbase cluster to connect to. If you don’t 
specify a value for hostname “localhost:8091” is used. You may specify multiple addresses for 
the cluster:
 
$handle = couchbase_connect(“host1[:port][;host2[:port]]”);
$handle = couchbase_connect(array(“host1[:port]”, “host2[:port]”));
 
Create a handle that tries to connect to the default bucket on the cluster specified in the host 
list. This may either be a string containing all of the hosts separated by a semicolon, or an array. 
If no port is specified the default port (8091) will be used. 



username
This is the name used to authenticate for the bucket to connect to. By default this is set to “” 
(empty string).

password
This is the password used for authentication for the bucket. By default this is set to “” (empty 
string).

bucket
This is the name of the bucket to connect to. By default this is set to “default”.

persistent
This boolean value specifies if the handle should be persistent (within PHP) or not.

couchbase_add (set, replace, append and prepend)
couchbase_add, couchbase_set, couchbase_replace, couchbase_append and 
couchbase_prepend all share the same signature:
 
$ret = couchbase_add($handle, $key, $document [, $expiry]);
$ret = couchbase_set($handle, $key, $document [, $expiry [, $cas ]]);
$ret = couchbase_replace($handle, $key, $document [, $expiry [, $cas ]
]);
$ret = couchbase_append($handle, $key, $document [, $expiry [, $cas ]]
);
$ret = couchbase_prepend($handle, $key, $document [, $expiry [, $cas ]
]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$key is the key to store the document under.
$document is the actual document to store.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the document. If not specified the document will never 
expire.
$cas (optional) If this is specified as an “non-null” value the operation will fail unless the 
document already exist in the cluster with this identifier.
 
If the operation succeeds the new identifier of the object is returned, otherwise false is 
returned. 

couchbase_set_multi



couchbase_set_multi allows you to store multiple documents in the database with a single call. 
Its signature looks like:
 
$ret = couchbase_set_multi($handle, $documents[, $expiry]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$documents is an array of “key” => “document” pairs.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the documents. If not specified the documents will 
never expire.
 
Calling couchbase_set_multi will update the array with the new id for the objects successfully 
stored.
If the operation succeeds the true is returned, otherwise false is returned. 
 

couchbase_cas
Compare and swap a document in the database.
 
$ret = couchbase_cas($handle, $cas, $key, $document[, $expiry]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$cas is the identifier the document should have in the cluster for the operation to be performed.
$key is the key to store the document under.
$document is the actual document to store.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the document. If not specified the document will never 
expire.
 
This function is the same as couchbase_set/couchbase_replace with a cas field specified.
 
Upon success the function returns true, otherwise false is returned.
 

couchbase_get
Get a document from the cache.
 
$ret = couchbase_get($handle, $key [, $callback [, $cas [, $expiry, [$lock]]]]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$key is the key for the document to retrieve.
$callback (optional) is a callback function ($key, $value) (set to NULL if you don’t need it)
$cas (optional) is an object to store the cas identifier in (for lock/unlock).



$expiry (optional) the lock expiry time.
$lock (optional) set this parameter to true to lock the object in the database
 
Returns the object on success, NULL otherwise

couchbase_get_multi
Get a document from the cache. 
 
$ret = couchbase_get_multi($handle, $keys [, $cas [, $expiry, [$lock]]]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$keys is an array containing the keys for the documents to retrieve.
$cas (optional) is an array to store the cas identifier in (for lock/unlock)).
$expiry (optional) the lock expiry time.
$lock (optional) set this parameter to true to lock the object in the database
 
Returns an array containing the objects found.
 

couchbase_get_delayed
Get a document from the cache. 
 
$ret = couchbase_get_multi($handle, $keys[ $with_cas, [$callback [, $expiry, [$lock]]]]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$keys is the key for the document to retrieve.
$with_cas (optional) if the cas should be retrieved.
$callback (optional) is a callback function ($key, $value) (set to NULL if you don’t need it)
$expiry (optional) the lock expiry time.
$lock (optional) set this parameter to true to lock the object in the database
 
Returns true on success, false otherwise.
 

couchbase_fetch
Fetch a document from couchbase_get_delayed
 
$ret = couchbase_fetch($handle);
 



$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
 
Returns a document requested from couchbase_get_delayed, or false.
 

couchbase_fetch_all
Fetch all documents from couchbase_get_delayed
 
$ret = couchbase_fetch_all($handle);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
 
Returns an array containing all of the document requested from couchbase_get_delayed, or 
false.

couchbase_touch
Change the expiration time for a document.
 
$ret = couchbase_touch($handle, $key, $exptime);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$key is the key for the document to operate on.
$exptime The expiry time for the object.
 
Returns true upon success, false otherwise.
 

couchbase_touch_multi
Change the expiration time for multiple documents
 
$ret = couchbase_touch_multi($handle, $keys, $exptime);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$keys is an array containing the keys to operate on.
$exptime The expiry time for the object.
 
Like couchbase_set_multi this function will modify the array setting the fields to true for all 
documents we successfully updated.
 
Returns true upon success, false otherwise.



 

couchbase_view
Execute a view request:
 
$ret = couchbase_view($handle, $document [, $view [, $options]]); 
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$document The document to retrieve.
$view (optional) The view to call.
$options (optional) An array containing the options to add to the document. See View options 
for a description of the legal view options
 
Returns an array with the result of the view request., or an array containing an error message
 

couchbase_view_gen_query
Generate a view request, but do not execute the query.
 
$ret = $couchbase_view_gen_query($handle,
                                 $document
                                 [, $view
                                 [, $options]]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$document The document to retrieve.
$view (optional) The view to call.
$options (optional) An array containing the options to add to the document. See View options 
for a description of the legal view options
 
Returns the generated view request.
 

couchbase_increment/decrement
Increment/decrement a numeric value.
 
$ret = couchbase_increment($handle, 
                           $key 
                           [, $delta
                           [, $create
                           [, $expire



                           [ , $initial ]]]]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$key is the key for the document to operate on.
$delta (optional) how much to increment/decrement. Default = 1
$create (optional) create the document if it doesn’t exist. Default = false
$expire (optional) The expiry time for the object. Default = 0 (infinite)
$initial (optional) The initial value for the counger if $create = true. Default = 0
 
Returns the value after the operation if success, false otherwise.
 

couchbase_get_stats
Retrieve statistics information from the cluster.
 
$ret = couchbase_get_stats($handle);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
 
Upon success an array containing the statistics is returned, false otherwise.
 

couchbase_delete
Delete a named document from the cluster.
 
$ret = couchbase_delete($handle, $key[, $cas]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$key is the key for the document to delete.
$cas (optional) is the identifier the document should have in the cluster for the operation to be 
performed.
 
Upon success the identifier representing the deleted document is returned, false otherwise.
 

couchbase_flush
Flush (remove all content) of a bucket.
 
$ret = couchbase_flush($handle);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.



 
Returns true for success, false otherwise.
 

couchbase_get_result_code
Get the return code produced by the previous operation.
 
$ret = couchbase_get_result_code($handle);
 
One of the “libcouchbase-based” return codes is returned. Use couchbase_get_result_message 
to get a textual description.
 

couchbase_get_result_message
Get the error message produced by the previous operation. 
 
$ret = couchbase_get_result_message($handle);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
 
Returns the textual description for the error code from libcouchbase.

couchbase_set_option
Set a value for one of the tunables:
 
$ret = couchbase_set_option($handle, $option, $value);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$option is the identifier for the option to set.
$value is the new value for the option.
 
True is returned if the option was successfully set, false otherwise.
 
See the Options section for a description of all of the various options and their meaning.
 
couchbase_get_option
Get the current value for a tunable.
 
$ret = couchbase_get_option($handle, $option);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.



$option is the identifier for the option to get.
 
The current value for the tunable
 
See the Options section for a description of all of the various options and their meaning.

couchbase_get_servers
Get a array of the servers in the cluster.
 
$ret = couchbase_get_servers($handle);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
 
Returns an array containing all of the servers in the cluster.
 
couchbase_get_num_replicas 
Get the number of replicas configured for the bucket.
 
$ret = couchbase_get_num_replicas($handle);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
 
couchbase_get_version
Get the version numbers of the memcached servers in the cluster.
 
$ret = couchbase_get_version($handle);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
 
Returns an array containing the version number of each of the memcached servers in the 
cluster. Please note that this is not the version number of the cluster (like 2.0, 1.8 etc).
 

couchbase_get_client_version
Get the client version (as a string).
 
$ret = couchbase_get_client_version();
 
Returns a string describing the client version number

couchbase_observe



Get information about a single document from the cluster:
 
$ret = couchbase_observe($handle, $key, $cas [, $details]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$key is the identifier for the document
$cas is the cas value for the document
$details is an array where to store details about the document returned from the cluster
 
Returns true if success, false otherwise
 

couchbase_observe_multi
Get information about multiple documents from the cluster:

 
$ret = couchbase_observe_multi($handle, $keys [, $details]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$keys is an array containing the “key”-”cas” pairs specifying the document.
$details is an array where to store details about the document returned from the cluster
 
Returns an array containing the result status per key.
 
couchbase_key_durability
Wait for multiple documents to reach a certain state in the cluster.
 
$ret = couchbase_key_durability($handle, $keys, $durability);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$key is the identifier for the document.
$cas is the cas identifier for the document in the database
$durability is an array containing the options to wait for. See “Key durability options” for a 
description.
 
Returns true for success, false otherwise
 
couchbase_key_durability_multi
Wait for multiple documents to reach a certain state in the cluster.
 
$ret = couchbase_key_durability_multi($handle, $keys, $durability);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.



$keys is an array containing the “key”-”cas” pairs specifying the document.
$durability is an array containing the options to wait for. See “Key durability options” for a 
description.
 
Returns an array containing the result status per key specified.

couchbase_get_timeout
Get the operation timeout  (in usec) currently used
 
$timeout = couchbase_get_timeout($handle);
 

couchbase_set_timeout
Specify an operation timeout.
 
couchbase_set_timeout($handle, $timeout);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$timeout is the new operation timeout specified in usec.
 
 

Object oriented interface
Please note that the Object Oriented interface may throw exceptions!
 

Couchbase constructor
 
couchbase_connect is used to create a handle to the Couchbase server. Its signature looks like:
 
$cb = new Couchbase(hostname, 
                    username,
                    password, 
                    bucket,
                    persistent);
 
See the description of couchbase_connect for a description of the arguments.
 



Couchbase::add
Add a document to the cluster if it doesn’t already exist.
 
$ret = $cb->add($key, $document
                [, $expiry
                [, $persist_to
                [, $replicate_to]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$key is the key to store the document under.
$document is the actual document to store.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the document. If not specified the document will never 
expire.
$persist_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
$replicate_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
 
If the operation succeeds the new identifier of the object is returned, otherwise false is 
returned. 
 

Couchbase::set
Store a document in the cluster

$ret = $cb->set($key, $document 
                [, $expiry 
                [, $cas 
                [, $persist_to
                [, $replicate_to]]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
                 
$key is the key to store the document under.
$document is the actual document to store.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the document. If not specified the document will never 
expire.
$cas (optional) If this is specified as an “non-null” value the operation will fail unless the 
document already exist in the cluster with this identifier.
$persist_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
$replicate_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
 
If the operation succeeds the new identifier of the object is returned, otherwise false is 
returned. 
 



Couchbase::setMulti
setMmulti allows you to store multiple documents in the database with a single call. Its signature 
looks like:
 
$ret = $cb->setMulti($handle, 
                     $documents
                     [, $expiry
                     [, $persist_to
                     [, $replicate_to]]]);
 
$handle is the handle returned from couchbase_connect.
$documents is an array of “key” => “document” pairs.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the documents. If not specified the documents will 
never expire.
$persist_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
$replicate_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
 
Calling setMulti will update the array with the new id for the objects successfully stored.
 
If the operation succeeds the true is returned, otherwise false is returned. 
 

Couchbase::replace
Replace a document in the cluster.

$ret = $cb->replace($key, $document 
                    [, $expiry 
                    [, $cas 
                    [, $persist_to
                    [, $replicate_to]]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
                 
$key is the key to store the document under.
$document is the actual document to store.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the document. If not specified the document will never 
expire.
$cas (optional) If this is specified as an “non-null” value the operation will fail unless the 
document already exist in the cluster with this identifier.
$persist_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
$replicate_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
 



If the operation succeeds the new identifier of the object is returned, otherwise false is 
returned. 
 

Couchbase::prepend
Prepend the specified document to a document in the cluster.

$ret = $cb->prepend($key, $document 
                    [, $expiry 
                    [, $cas 
                    [, $persist_to
                    [, $replicate_to]]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
                 
$key is the key to store the document under.
$document is the document to prepend to the existing document.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the document. If not specified the document will never 
expire.
$cas (optional) If this is specified as an “non-null” value the operation will fail unless the 
document already exist in the cluster with this identifier.
$persist_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
$replicate_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
 
If the operation succeeds the new identifier of the object is returned, otherwise false is 
returned. 
 
 

Couchbase::append
Append the specified document to a document in the cluster.

$ret = $cb->append($key, $document 
                   [, $expiry 
                   [, $cas 
                   [, $persist_to
                   [, $replicate_to]]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
                 
$key is the key to store the document under.
$document is the document to append to the existing document.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the document. If not specified the document will never 
expire.
$cas (optional) If this is specified as an “non-null” value the operation will fail unless the 
document already exist in the cluster with this identifier.



$persist_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
$replicate_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
 
If the operation succeeds the new identifier of the object is returned, otherwise false is 
returned. 
 

Couchbase::cas
Compare and swap a document in the database.
 
$ret = $cb->cas($cas, $key, $document
                [, $expiry]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$cas is the identifier the document should have in the cluster for the operation to be performed.
$key is the key to store the document under.
$document is the actual document to store.
$expiry (optional) is the expiry time for the document. If not specified the document will never 
expire.
 
This function is the same as set/replace with a cas field specified.
 
Upon success the function returns true, otherwise false is returned.

Couchbase::get
Get a document from the cache.
 
$ret = $cb->get($key 
                [, $callback 
                [, $cas 
                [, $expiry, 
                [$lock]]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$key is the key for the document to retrieve.
$callback (optional) is a callback function ($key, $value)
$cas (optional) is an object to store the cas identifier in (for lock/unlock).
$expiry (optional) the lock expiry time.
$lock (optional) set this parameter to true to lock the object in the database
 
Returns the object on success, NULL otherwise
 



Couchbase::getMulti
Get a document from the cache.
 
$ret = $cb->getMulti($keys 
                     [, $cas 
                     [, $expiry 
                     [, $lock]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$keys is an array containing the keys for the documents to retrieve.
$cas (optional) is an array to store the cas identifier in (for lock/unlock)).
$expiry (optional) the lock expiry time.
$lock (optional) set this parameter to true to lock the object in the database
 
Returns an array containing the objects found.
 

Couchbase::getDelayed
Issue a get request, but do not wait for responses.
 
$ret = $cb->getDelayed($keys, 
                       [, $with_cas
                       [, $callback
                       [, $expiry
                       [, $lock]]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
 
 
$keys is the array of keys for the documents to retrieve.
$with_cas (optional) Include the cas value in the response (if set to a non-zero value)
$callback (optional) is a callback function ($key, $value)
$expiry (optional) the lock expiry time.
$lock (optional) set this parameter to true to lock the object in the database
 
Returns true on success, false otherwise
 

Couchbase::touch

Change the expiration time for a document
 



$ret = $cb->touch($key, $exptime);
 
$key is the key representing the document to update.
$exptime The expiry time for the object.
 
Returns true upon success, false otherwise.

Couchbase::touchMulti
Change the expiration time for multiple documents
 
$ret = $cb->touchMulti($keys, $exptime) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$keys is an array containing the keys to operate on.
$exptime The expiry time for the object.
 
Like setMulti this function will modify the array setting the fields to true for all documents we 
successfully updated.
 
Returns true upon success, false otherwise.

Couchbase::fetch
Pick up a single document from $cb->getDelayed()
 
$ret = $cb->fetch();
 
Returns an array representing the next document retrieved, or NULL if there are no more 
documents.

Couchbase::fetchAll
Pick up all of the pending documents from $cb->getDelayed()
 
$ret = $cb->fetch();
 
Returns an array representing the pending documents, or false if there are no pending 
documents.

Couchbase::view
Execute a view request:
 



$ret = $cb->view($document
                 [, $view
                 [, $options]]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$document The document to retrieve.
$view (optional) The view to call.
$options (optional) An array containing the options to add to the document. See View options 
for a description of the legal view options
 
Returns an array with the result of the view request., or an array containing an error message

Couchbase::viewGenQuery
Generate a view request, but do not execute the query.
 
$ret = $cb->viewGenQuery($document
                         [, $view
                         [, $options]]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$document The document to retrieve.
$view (optional) The view to call.
$options (optional) An array containing the options to add to the document. See View options 
for a description of the legal view options
 
Returns the generated view request.
 

Couchbase::delete
Delete a named document from the cluster.
 
$ret = $cb->delete($key
                   [, $cas 
                   [, $persist_to 
                   [, $replicate_to ]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$key is the key for the document to delete.
$cas (optional) is the identifier the document should have in the cluster for the operation to be 
performed.
$persist_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
$replicate_to (optional) Wait until its persisted to at least this many nodes.
 
Upon success the identifier representing the deleted document is returned, false otherwise.



Couchbase::getStats
Retrieve statistics information from the cluster.
 
$ret = $cb->getStats($handle);
 
Upon success an array containing the statistics is returned, false otherwise.

Couchbase::flush
Flush (remove all content) of a bucket.
 
$ret = $cb->flush($handle) throws CouchbaseException;
 
Returns true for success, false otherwise.
 

Couchbase::increment Couchbase::decrement
Increment/decrement a numeric value.
 
$ret = $cb->increment($handle, 
                      $key 
                      [, $delta
                      [, $create
                      [, $expire
                      [ , $initial ]]]]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$key is the key for the document to operate on.
$delta (optional) how much to increment/decrement. Default = 1
$create (optional) create the document if it doesn’t exist. Default = false
$expire (optional) The expiry time for the object. Default = 0 (infinite)
$initial (optional) The initial value for the counger if $create = true. Default = 0
 
Returns the value after the operation if success, false otherwise.

Couchbase::getResultCode
This method is deprecated and should not be used in the object oriented interface (catch the 
exception instead!)



Couchbase::getResultMessage
This method is deprecated and should not be used in the object oriented interface (catch the 
exception instead!)

Couchbase::setOption
Set a value for one of the tunables:
 
$ret = $cb->setOption($option, $value);
 
$option is the identifier for the option to set.
$value is the new value for the option.
 
True is returned if the option was successfully set, false otherwise.
 
See the Options section for a description of all of the various options and their meaning.

Couchbase::getOption
Get the current value for a tunable.
 
$ret = $cb->getOption($option);
 
$option is the identifier for the option to get.
 
The current value for the tunable
 
See the Options section for a description of all of the various options and their meaning.

Couchbase::getVersion
Get the version numbers of the memcached servers in the cluster.
 
$ret = cb->getVersion() ;
 
Returns an array containing the version number of each of the memcached servers in the 
cluster. Please note that this is not the version number of the cluster (like 2.0, 1.8 etc).

Couchbase::getClientVersion
Get the client version (as a string).
 
$ret = cb->getClientVersion();



Couchbase::getNumReplicas
Get the number of replicas configured for the bucket.
 
$ret = cb->getNumReplicas();

Couchbase::getServers
Get a array of the servers in the cluster.
 
$ret = $cb->getServers();
 
Returns an array containing all of the servers in the cluster.
 

Couchbase::observe
Get information about a single document from the cluster:
 
$ret = $cb->observe($key, 
                    $cas
                    [, $details]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$key is the identifier for the document
$cas is the cas value for the document
$details is an array where to store details about the document returned from the cluster
 
Returns true if success, false otherwise
 

Couchbase::observeMulti
Get information about multiple documents from the cluster:

 
$ret = $cb->observeMulti($keys
                         [, $details]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$keys is an array containing the “key”-”cas” pairs specifying the document.
$details is an array where to store details about the document returned from the cluster
 
Returns an array containing the result status per key.

Couchbase::keyDurability



Wait and verify that a document reach a given state:
 
$ret = cb->keyDurability($key, 
                         $cas, 
                         $durability) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$key is the identifier for the document
$cas is the cas value for the document
$durability is an array containing the options to wait for. See “Key durability options” for a 
description.
 
Retuns true for success, false otherwise
 

Couchbase::keyDurabilityMulti
Wait for multiple documents to reach a certain state in the cluster.
 
$ret = cb->keyDurabilityMulti($keys, 
                              $durability) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$keys is an array containing the “key”-”cas” pairs specifying the document.
$durability is an array containing the options to wait for. See “Key durability options” for a 
description.
 
Returns an array containing the result status per key specified.
 

Couchbase::getTimeout
Get the operation timeout  (in usec) currently used
 
$timeout = $cb->getTimeout();
 

Couchbase::setTimeout
Specify an operation timeout.
 
$cb->setTimeout($timeout);
 
$timeout is the new operation timeout specified in usec.
 



CouchbaseClusterManager
The CouchbaseClusterManager class is used to manage the cluster. 

Constructor
$ret = new CouchbaseClusterManager([ $hostname
                                   [, $user
                                   [, $passwd]]])
                   throws CouchbaseException;
 
$hostname is either an array or a string containging the hostname to connect to
$user is the username used to authenticate to the cluster
$passwd is the password used to authenticate to the cluster
 
Upon success a new instance of the CouchbaseClusterManager is returned. NULL otherwise
 

createBucket
Create a bucket in the cluster
 
$ret = $cc->createBucket($name, $attributes);
 
$name is the name of the bucket to create
$attributes is an array specifying the attributes of the bucket to create
 
The following attributes is defined:
 

Name Description

type The type of bucket (memcached or 
couchbase)

auth The type of authentication (none or sasl)

enable flush If flush should be enabled or not

parallel compaction If we should compact in parallel or not

port Port number to access this bucket

quota The size of the bucket in MB

index replicas If we should index replicas or not



password The sasl password to use

 
Returns true if the bucket is created successfully. Please note that the bucket creation is 
asynchronous on the server, and the server will return before the bucket is ready for use. You 
should therefore wait for the bucket completion is complete before using the bucket.
 
An easy way to wait for the bucket is created is to do something like:
 
        do {
            sleep(1);
            $str = $cc->getBucketInfo($bucketName);
            $info = json_decode($str);
            $vbm = $info->{"vBucketServerMap"}->{"vBucketMap"};
        } while (count($vbm) < 1024);
 

deleteBucket
Delete a bucket from the cluster
 
$ret = $cc->deleteBucket($name) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$name is the name of the bucket do delete
 
Returns true on success.
 

modifyBucket
Modify the attributes of a bucket
 
$ret = $cc->modifyBucket($name, 
                         $attributes) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$name is the name of the bucket to create
$attributes is an array specifying the attributes to change.
 
Returns true on success.
 

getBucketInfo
Get bucket information
 



$ret = $cc->getBucketInfo([$name]) throws CouchbaseException;
 
$name is the name of the bucket to get information about. If a name isn’t specified information 
about all buckets is returned.
 
Returns information about the requested bucket(s) encoded in a JSON string upon success.
 

getInfo
Get information about the cluster.
 
$ret = $cc->getInfo() throws CouchbaseException;
 
Returns information about the cluster encoded in a JSON string upon success.

Exceptions
When using the object oriented interface we’re using exceptions for error handling. The 
message associated with the exception should give you a more detailed information.

CouchbaseException
This is the base class of all of the exceptions thrown from the extension.

CouchbaseIllegalKeyException
The key provided to the operation is not legal (i.e. empty).

CouchbaseAuthenticationException
Authentication to the Couchbase cluster failed.

CouchbaseLibcouchbaseException
An error occurred within libcouchbase which is used by the PHP extension to communicate with 
the cluster.

CouchbaseServerException
An error occurred somewhere in the Couchbase Cluster.
 



Options
The following options may be specified
 

OPT_SERIALIZER
Specifies the serializer to use to store objects in the cluster. The following values may be used:
SERIALIZER_PHP, SERIALIZER_JSON, SERIALIZER_JSON_ARRAY.

OPT_COMPRESSION
Specifies the compression to use for big objects. It may be set to the following values:
COMPRESSION_NONE, COMPRESSION_FASTLZ, COMPRESSION_ZLIB

OPT_PREFIX_KEY
A text string used as a prefix for all keys (may be used to create your own namespace).
 

OPT_IGNOREFLAGS
This option is defined in order to allow us to test various parts of the PHP extension. You should 
not use this option.
 

Error codes
 

SUCCESS Everything is OK

AUTH_CONTINUE This is an internal error message.

DELTA_BADVAL Increment/decrement on an object that isn’t a number

E2BIG The object is too big to be stored on the server

EBUSY The server is too busy to handle your request. Please try again 
later.

EINTERNAL An internal error in the Couchbase extension. You should 
probably submit a bug report for this.

ENOMEM Out of resources



ERROR A “generic” error occured.

ETMPFAIL Temporary failure. Try again

KEY_EEXISTS The key exists, but the CAS identifier provided did not match the 
one for the object in the cluster.

KEY_ENOENT The key does not exist

NETWORK_ERROR An error occurred while trying to read/write data to the network.

NOT_MY_VBUCKET The command was sent to the wrong server. This problem may 
occur if someone added/removed a node to the cluster. Retrying 
the operation may solve the problem.

NOT_STORED The object was not stored

NOT_SUPPORTED The server knows about this command, but the datastore doesn’t 
support it for some reason.

UNKNOWN_COMMAND The server did not understand the command we sent. You may be 
using a cluster that is too old.

UNKNOWN_HOST Failed to lookup the host

  

 

View Options
 

Name Datatype

descending boolean

endkey JSON value

endkey_docid string

full_set boolean

group boolean

group_level numeric

inclusive_end boolean

key JSON



keys JSON array

on_error “continue” or “stop”

reduce boolean

stale boolean

skip numeric

limit numeric

startkey JSON

startkey_docid string

debug boolean

 

Key durability options
 

Name Description

persist_to The number of nodes the document should 
be persisted to

replicate_to The number of nodes the document should 
be replicated to

timeout The max time to wait for durability

interval The interval between each poll request

 


